PERFACE

Our country is a country located in the tropical climate. Therefore air conditioners occupy a significant position in the life and activities of the industry. When that economic life improve, the demand for air conditioning as high, can say almost in all the buildings, offices, hotels, hospitals, restaurants, some factory, ... were and are building are equipped with air-conditioning system. The purpose of the air conditioner is created microclimate environment suitable for human physiological condition and enhance operational reliability of technological equipment.

So the air conditioner facilities of buildings, offices, hotels, restaurants ...

With the subject "ELECTRIC SYSTEM DESIGN FOR BUILDING THE FRIENDSHIP TOWER. Proposing to the subject, we have to apply the knowledge, work experience and other relevant documents to calculate, designed under the guidance of master Vo Thien My.

Because this is the first implementation of the calculation, design for a large, more limited expertise and practical experience yet so there will be many shortcomings. The glass look forward to your comments as well as telling you your message to teachers we gain experience and progress later. We sincerely thank!

Ho Chi Minh, December, 2018
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